Name: ________________________________

**LINK HELPER**

This sheet will help you make connections to the poems we have been reading in class and will also give you ideas for where you want to go with our own writing. Begin by examining your reactions and impressions of the poem by finishing any or all of the following statements:

The poem/verse made me feel ________________________________.

What I can take from this poem and use in my own writing is: ________________________________________________________.

The part I liked best was ____________________________________________.

I most relate to the part where it talks about ________________________________________________________________.

The part about _______________________________________________________

  can be shortened or lengthened to ________________________________________.

I would like to change ________________________________________________

  to ________________________________________________________________.

When listening to the poem, I smelled _________________________________;

  I tasted ____________________________________________;

  I heard ________________________________________________;

  I saw ________________________________________________.

The part about ______________________________________________________

  reminded me of ___________________________________________________.

The poetic devices I recognized were (rhyme, alliteration, metaphor, etc.): ________________________________.

I felt the poem was talking about ________________________________________________.

**Other reflections:** ________________________________________________

_________________________________________